Valid inference after model selection is currently a very active area of research. The polyhedral method, pioneered by Lee et al. (2016) , allows for valid inference after model selection if the model selection event can be described by polyhedral constraints. In that reference, the method is exemplified by constructing two valid confidence intervals when the Lasso estimator is used to select a model. We here study the expected length of these intervals. For one of these confidence intervals, that is easier to compute, we find that its expected length is always infinite. For the other of these confidence intervals, whose computation is more demanding, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for its expected length to be infinite. In simulations, we find that this condition is typically satisfied.
Introduction
recently introduced a new technique for valid inference after model selection, the so-called polyhedral method. Using this method, and using the Lasso for model selection in linear regression, Lee et al. (2016) derived two new confidence sets that are valid conditional on the outcome of the model selection step. More precisely, letm denote the model containing those regressors that correspond to non-zero coefficients of the Lasso estimator, and letŝ denote the sign-vector of those non-zero Lasso coefficients. Then Lee et al. (2016) constructed confidence intervals [Lm ,ŝ , Um ,ŝ ] and [Lm, Um] whose coverage probability is 1 − α, conditional on the events {m = m,ŝ = s} and {m = m}, respectively (provided that the probability of the conditioning event is positive). The computational effort in constructing these intervals is considerably lighter for [Lm ,ŝ , Um ,ŝ ]. In simulations, Lee et al. (2016) noted that this latter interval can be quite long in some cases; cf. Figure 10 in that reference. We here analyze the (conditional) expected length of these intervals.
Overview of findings
Throughout, we use the same setting and assumptions as Lee et al. (2016) . In particular, we assume that the response vector is distributed as N (µ, σ 2 I n ) with unknown mean µ ∈ R n and known variance σ 2 > 0 (our results carry over to the unknown-variance case; see the end of Section 3), and that the non-stochastic regressor matrix has columns in general position. Write P µ,σ 2 and E µ,σ 2 for the probability measure and the expectation operator, respectively, corresponding to N (µ, σ 2 I n ).
For the interval [Lm ,ŝ , Um ,ŝ ], we find the following: Fix a non-empty model m, a signvector s, as well as µ ∈ R n and σ 2 > 0. If P µ,σ 2 (m = m,ŝ = s) > 0, then
Obviously, this statement continues to hold if the eventm = m,ŝ = s is replaced by the larger eventm = m throughout (because there are only finitely many possible values for the sign-vector s). And this statement continues to hold if the condition P µ,σ 2 (m = m,ŝ = s) > 0 is dropped and the conditional expectation in (1) is replaced by the unconditional one.
For the interval [Lm, Um], we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for its expected length to be infinite, conditional on the eventm = m. That condition depends on the regressor matrix, on the model m and also on a linear contrast that defines the quantity of interest, and is daunting to verify in all but the most basic examples. We also provide a sufficient condition for infinite expected length that is easy to verify. In simulations, we find that this sufficient condition for infinite expected length is typically satisfied when the model m excludes a significant portion of all the available regressors (e.g., if the selected model is 'sparse'). And even if the model m is not sparse, we find that this condition is still satisfied for a sizable fraction of the linear contrasts that define the quantity of interest.
See Table 1 and the attending discussion for more detail.
The methods developed in this paper can also be used if the Lasso, as the model selector, is replaced by any other procedure that allows for application of the polyhedral method. In particular, we see that confidence intervals based on the polyhedral method in Gaussian regression can have infinite expected length. Our findings suggest that the expected length of confidence intervals based on the polyhedral method should be closely scrutinized, in Gaussian regression but also in non-Gaussian settings and in other variations of the polyhedral method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We conclude this section by discussing a number of related results that put our findings in context. Section 2 describes the confidence intervals of Lee et al. (2016) in detail and introduces some notation. Section 3 contains two core results, Propositions 1 and 2, which entail our main findings, the simulation study mentioned earlier, as well as a discussion of the unknown variance case. The appendix contains the proofs of our core results and some auxiliary lemmas.
Context and related results
There are currently several exciting ongoing developments based on the polyhedral method, not least because it proved to be applicable to more complicated settings, and there are several generalization of this framework. See, among others, Tibshirani et al. (2016 ), Taylor & Tibshirani (2017 , Tian & Taylor (2015) . Certain optimality results of the method of Lee et al. (2016) are given in Fithian et al. (2017) . Using a different approach, Berk et al. (2013) proposed the so-called PoSI-intervals which are unconditionally valid. A benefit of the PoSI-intervals is that they are valid after selection with any possible model selector, instead of a particular one like the Lasso; however, as a consequence, the PoSI-intervals are typically very conservative (that is, the actual coverage probability is above the nominal level). Nonetheless, Bachoc et al. (2016) showed in a Monte Carlo simulation that, in certain scenarios, the PoSI-intervals can be shorter than the intervals of Lee et al. (2016) .
The results of the present paper are based on the first author's master's thesis.
It is important to note that all confidence sets discussed so far are non-standard, in the sense that the parameter to be covered is not the true parameter in an underlying correct model (or components thereof), but instead is a model-dependent quantity of interest.
(See Section 2 for details and the references in the preceding paragraph for more extensive discussions.) An advantage of this non-standard approach is that it does not rely on the assumption that any of the candidate models is correct. Valid inference for an underlying true parameter is a more challenging task, as demonstrated by the impossibility results in Leeb & Pötscher (2006a ,b, 2008 . There are several proposals of valid confidence intervals after model selection (in the sense that the actual coverage probability of the true parameter is at or above the nominal level) but these are rather large compared to the standard confidence intervals from the full model (supposing that one can fit the full model); see Pötscher (2009 ), Pötscher & Schneider (2010 ), Schneider (2016 . In fact, Leeb & Kabaila (2017) showed that the usual confidence interval obtained by fitting the full model is admissible also in the unknown variance case; therefore, one cannot obtain uniformly smaller valid confidence sets for a component of the true parameter by any other method.
Assumptions and confidence intervals
be the non-stochastic n × p regressor matrix. We assume that the columns of X are in general position (this mild assumption is further discussed in the following paragraph).
The full model {1, . . . , p} is denoted by m F . All subsets of the full model are collected in
The cardinality of a model m is denoted by |m|. For
If m is the empty model, then X m is to be interpreted as the zero vector in R n and v m as 0.
The Lasso estimator, denoted byβ(y), is a minimizer of the least squares problem with an additional penalty on the absolute size of the regression coefficients (Frank & Friedman 1993 , Tibshirani 1996 :
The Lasso has the property that some coefficients ofβ(y) are zero with positive probability.
A minimizer of the Lasso objective function always exists, but it is not necessarily unique.
Uniqueness ofβ(y) is guaranteed here by our assumption that the columns of X are in general position (Tibshirani 2013 ). This assumption is relatively mild; e.g., if the entries of the matrix X are drawn from a (joint) distribution that has a Lebesgue density, then the columns of X are in general position with probability 1 (Tibshirani 2013) . The model m(y) selected by the Lasso and the sign-vectorŝ(y) of non-zero Lasso coefficients can now formally be defined througĥ m(y) = j :β j (y) = 0 andŝ(y) = sign βm (y) (y) .
Recall that M denotes the set of all possible submodels and set S m = {−1, 1} |m| for each m ∈ M. For later use we also denote by M + and S + m the collection of non-empty models and the collection of corresponding sign-vectors, that occur with positive probability, i.e.,
These sets do not depend on µ and σ 2 as the measure P µ,σ 2 is equivalent to Lebesgue measure with respect to null sets. Also, our assumption that the columns of X are in general position guarantees that M + only contains models m for which X m has columnrank m (Tibshirani 2013).
Inference is focused on a non-standard, model dependent, quantity of interest. Throughout the following, fix m ∈ M + and let
For γ m ∈ R |m| \{0}, the goal is to construct a confidence interval for γ m β m with conditional coverage probability 1 − α on the event {m = m}. Clearly, the quantity of interest can also be written as
For later use, write P η m for the orthogonal projection on the space spanned by η m .
At the core of the polyhedral method lies the observation that the event wherem = m and whereŝ = s describes a convex polytope in sample space R n (up to a Lebesgue null set): For each m ∈ M + and each s ∈ S m , we have
cf. Theorem 3.3 in Lee et al. (2016) (explicit formulas for the matrix A m,s and the vector b m,s are also repeated in Appendix C in our notation). Fix z ∈ R n orthogonal to η m . Then the set of y satisfying (I n − P η m )y = z and A m,s y < b is either empty or a line segment. In either case, that set can be written as {z Lee et al. 2016 ; formulas for these quantities are also given in Appendix C in our notation). Now decompose Y into the sum of two independent Gaussians P η m Y and (I n − P η m )Y , where the first one is a To use these observations for the construction of confidence sets, consider first the
where θ ∈ R, where ς 2 > 0, and where T ⊆ R is the union of finitely many non-empty
The corresponding law can be viewed as a 'truncated normal' distribution and will be denoted by T N (θ, ς 2 , T ) in the following. A confidence interval for θ with coverage probability 1 − α conditional on the event W ∈ T is obtained by the usual method of collecting all values θ 0 for which a hypothesis test of
(these quantities are well-defined in view of Lemma A.2). With this, we have
Fix m ∈ M + and s ∈ S + m , and let σ
With this, we have
covers η m µ with probability 1 − α conditional on the event thatm = m andŝ = s.
In a similar fashion, fix
and define L m (y) and U m (y) through
Again by construction, the random interval [L m (Y ), U m (Y )] covers η m µ with probability 1 − α conditional on the event thatm = m.
Remark. (i) Ifm =m(y) is any other model selection procedure, so that the event {y :m = m} is the union of a finite number of polyhedra (up to null sets), then the polyhedral method can be applied to obtain a confidence set for η m µ with conditional coverage probability 1 − α, conditional on the event {m = m}, if that event has positive probability. Indeed, for such a model selection procedure, the arguments following (1) also apply, mutatis mutandis.
(ii) So far, we have defined confidence intervals only on the events W ∈ T , m ∈ M + and s m ∈ S + m , and m ∈ M + , respectively. In the remaining cases, the interval endpoints (and the corresponding quantity of interest) can be chosen arbitrarily (measurable) without affecting our results. It is easy to choose constructions so that one obtains meaningful confidence intervals that are defined everywhere in sample space.
(iii) In Theorem 3.3 of Lee et al. (2016) , relation (2) is stated as an equality, not as an equality up to null sets, and with the right-hand side replaced by {y : A m,s y ≤ b m,s } (in our notation). Because (2) differs from this only on a Lebesgue null set, the difference is inconsequential for the purpose of the present paper. The statement in Lee et al. (2016) is based on the fact thatm was defined as the equicorrelation set (Tibshirani 2013) in that paper. But ifm is the equicorrelation set, then there can exist vectors y ∈ {m = m} such that some coefficients ofβ(y) are zero, which clashes with the idea thatm contains those variables whose Lasso coefficients are non-zero. However, for any m ∈ M + , the set of such ys is a Lebesgue null set.
Core results
We first analyze the simple confidence set [L(W ), U (W )] that was introduced in the preceding section, which covers θ with probability 1 − α, conditional on W ∈ T , where Proposition 1. If T is bounded either from above or from below, then
If T is unbounded from above and from below, then
where p * = inf ϑ∈R P (N (ϑ, ς 2 ) ∈ T ) and where a K − b 1 is to be interpreted as 0 in case
[The first inequality trivially continues to hold if T is bounded, as then p * = 0.]
Intuitively, one expects confidence intervals to be wide if one conditions on a bounded set because extreme values cannot be observed on a bounded set and the confidence intervals have to take this into account. We find that the conditional expected length is infinite in to show that the expression in the preceding display has finite conditional expectation on the event {m = m}. But this expression is the maximum of a finite number of Gaussians minus the minimum of a finite number of Gaussians. Its unconditional expectation, and hence also its conditional expectation on the event {m = m}, is finite.
In order to infer (3) from (4), that latter condition needs to be checked for every point y in a union of polyhedra. While this is easy in some simple examples like, say, the situation depicted in Figure 1 of Lee et al. (2016) , searching over polyhedra in R n is hard in general.
In our simulations, we therefore use a simpler sufficient condition that implies (3): After observing the data, i.e., after observing a particular value y * of Y , and hence also observinĝ Remark. Ifm is any other model selection procedure, so that the event {y :m = m} is the union of a finite number of polyhedra (up to null sets), then the polyhedral method can be applied to obtain a confidence set for η m µ with conditional coverage probability 1 − α, conditional on the event {m = m} if that event has positive probability. Clearly, for such a model selection procedure, an equivalence similar to (3)- (4) holds. Indeed, the derivation of this equivalence relies on Proposition 1 but not on the Lasso-specific Proposition 2.
Simulation results
To investigate whether condition (4) is restrictive or not, we perform an exploratory simulation exercise consisting of repeated samples of size n = 100 in the nine scenarios corresponding to the rows in Table 1 , which cover all combinations of the cases p = 20, p = 50 and p = 200 (i.e., p small, moderate, large) with the cases λ = 0.1, λ = 1 and λ = 10 (i.e., λ small, moderate, large). For each of the nine scenarios, we generate an n × p regressor matrix X whose rows follow a p-variate Gaussian distribution with mean zero, so that the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix all equal 1 and the off-diagonal elements all equal 0.2. We then generate an n-vector y * whose entries are i.i. expected length. We also stress here that a simulation study can not be exhaustive and that other simulation scenarios will give different results.
The unknown variance case
Suppose here that σ 2 > 0 is unknown and thatσ 2 is an estimator for σ 2 . Fix m ∈ M + and s ∈ S + m . Note that the set A m,s y < b m,s does not depend on σ 2 and hence also 
10 49% 60% 72% · · · 100% 100% 100%
10 100% 100% 100% · · · 100% 100% 100% 
on the events {m = m,ŝ = s} and {m = m}, respectively, is discussed in Lee et al. (2016) .
Ifσ 2 is independent of η m Y and positive with positive probability, then it is easy to see
each m ∈ M + and each s ∈ S + m . And if, in addition,σ 2 has finite mean conditional on the event {m = m} for m ∈ M + , then it is elementary to verify that the equivalence (3)- (4) continues to hold with
the arguments following (3)- (4) and upon using the finite conditional mean ofσ 2 in the last step).
In the case where p < n, the usual variance estimator Y − X(X X)
is independent of η m Y , is positive with probability 1, and has finite unconditional (and hence also conditional) mean. For variance estimators in the case where p ≥ n, we refer to Lee et al. (2016) and the references therein.
Appendix A Auxiliary results
In this section, we collect some properties of functions like F T θ,ς 2 (w) that will be needed in the proofs of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2. The following result will be used repeatedly in the following and is easily verified using L'Hospital's method.
Lemma A.1. For all a, b with −∞ ≤ a < b ≤ ∞, the following holds:
For w ∈ T and for k so that a k < w < b k , we have
if k = 1, the sum in the numerator is to be interpreted as 0. And for w as above, the density f Proof. Continuity is obvious and monotonicity has been shown in Lee et al. (2016) for the case where T is a single interval, i.e., K = 1; it is easy to adapt that argument to also cover the case K > 1. Next consider the formula for F For γ ∈ (0, 1) and w ∈ T , define Q γ (w) through
Lemma A.3. For fixed w ∈ T , Q γ (w) is strictly decreasing in γ on (0, 1). And for fixed γ ∈ (0, 1), Q γ (w) is continuous and strictly increasing in w ∈ T so that lim w a 1 Q γ (w) = −∞ and lim w b K Q γ (w) = ∞.
Proof. Fix w ∈ T . Strict monotonicity of Q γ (w) in γ follows from strict monotonicity of
Fix γ ∈ (0, 1) throughout the following. To show that Q γ (·) is strictly increasing on T , fix w, w ∈ T with w < w . We get
where the inequality holds because the density of F T Qγ (w),ς 2 (·) is positive on T . The definition of Q γ (w ) and Lemma A.2 entail that Q γ (w) < Q γ (w ).
To show that Q γ (·) is continuous on T , we first note that F T θ,ς 2 (w) is continuous in (θ, w) ∈ R × T (which is easy to see from the formula for F T θ,ς 2 (w) given after Lemma A.1). Now fix w ∈ T . Because Q γ (·) is monotone, it suffices to show that Q γ (w n ) → Q γ (w) for any increasing sequence w n in T converging to w from below, and for any decreasing sequence w n converging to w from above. If the w n increase towards w from below, the sequence Q γ (w n ) is increasing and bounded by Q γ (w) from above, so that Q γ (w n ) converges to a finite limit Q. With this, and because F T θ,ς 2 (w) is continuous in (θ, w), it follows that
In the preceding display, the sequence on the left-hand side is constant equal to γ by definition of Q γ (w n ), so that F T Q,ς 2 (w) = γ. It follows that Q = Q γ (w). If the w n decrease towards w from above, a similar argument applies.
To show that lim w b K Q γ (w) = ∞, let w n , n ≥ 1, be an increasing sequence in T that converges to b K . It follows that Q γ (w n ) converges to a (not necessarily finite) limit Q as
In this display, the inequality holds because F T Qγ (wn),ς 2 (·) is a c.d.f., and the equality holds because F T θ,ς 2 (b) is continuous in θ. As this holds for each b < b K , we obtain that lim inf n F T Qγ (wn),ς 2 (w n ) = 1. But in this equality, the left-hand side equals γ -a contradiction. By similar arguments, it also follows that lim w a 1 Q γ (w) = −∞.
Proof. As both statements follow from similar arguments, we only give the details for the first one. As w approaches b k from below, Q γ (w) converges to ∞ by Lemma A.3. This observation, the fact that F T Qγ (w),ς 2 (w) = γ holds for each w, and Lemma A.1 together imply that
Because Φ(−x)/(φ(x)/x) → 1 as x → ∞ (cf. Feller 1957, Lemma VII.1.2.), we get that
The claim now follows by plugging-in the formula for φ(·) on the left-hand side, simplifying, and then taking the logarithm of both sides.
Proof of the first inequality in Proposition 2.
i.e, R γ (w) = w − ςΦ −1 (γ) Then, on the one hand, we have
while, on the other,
The inequalities in the preceding two displays, together with the fact that F T θ,ς 2 (w) is decreasing in θ, imply that
(Note that the inequality in the third-to-last display continues to hold with p * γ replacing γ; in that case, the upper bound reduces to γ. And, similarly, the inequality in the second-to-last display continues to hold with 1 − p * (1 − γ) replacing γ, in which case the lower bound reduces to γ). In particular, we get that U (w) = Q α/2 (w) ≤ R p * α/2 (w) = w − ςΦ −1 (p * α/2) and that L(w) = Q 1−α/2 (w) ≥ R 1−p * α/2 (w) = w − ςΦ −1 (1 − p * α/2). The last two inequalities, and the symmetry of Φ(·) around zero, imply the second inequality in the proposition.
Proof of the second inequality in Proposition 2. Note that p * ≥ p • = inf ϑ P (N (ϑ, ς 2 ) < To this end, we set f (δ) = αΦ(−δ)/Φ(Φ −1 (α/2) − δ) and show that f (δ) ≥ 1 for δ ≥ 0.
Because f (0) = 1, it suffices to show that f (δ) is non-negative for δ > 0. The derivative can be written as a fraction with positive denominator and with numerator equal to −αφ(−δ)Φ(Φ −1 (α/2) − δ) + αΦ(−δ)φ(Φ −1 (α/2) − δ).
The expression in the preceding display is non-negative if and only if
.
This will follow if the function g(x) = Φ(−x)/φ(x) is decreasing in x ≥ 0. The derivative g (x) can be written as a fraction with positive denominator and with numerator equal to −φ(x) 2 + xΦ(−x)φ(x) = xφ(x) Φ(−x) − φ(x) x .
Using the well-known inequality Φ(−x) ≤ φ(x)/x for x > 0 (Feller 1957 , Lemma VII.1.2.), we see that the expression in the preceding display is non-positive for x > 0.
Appendix C Proof of Proposition 2
From Lee et al. (2016) , we recall the formulas for the expressions on the right-hand side of with c m = η m / η m 2 ; cf. also Lee et al. (2016) .
